
<ONE WAY TICKET>  
Community Screening Guide



When you organize a community screening,  
you have an opportunity to enjoy One Way Ticket  

with like-minded individuals while you also engage  
in discussions on related topics.  

Unlike a traditional theatrical exhibition or watching  
the film alone, you can make the best use of  

this group experience by discussing  
and getting others’ perspectives and opinions.  

Organize Your Own Community Screening

‘ ’



Step by Step to Organizing  
A Community Screening

1. Secure a proper venue (e.g., co-working space, local library or community 
center, campus, classroom, local coffee shop, pub, or anywhere you can have 
access to) and set all essential equipment for screening.  

2. Fill out the community screening request form here at least 2-3 weeks  
prior to the screening event. 

3. Proceed to make payment using PayPal, Stripe (credit card), or wire transfer. 
4. Get the word out with a provided poster. 
5. Check the equipment and screener in advance to avoid technical issues. 
6. Enjoy watching One Way Ticket with your community and share your thoughts! 

onewayticket.io 
hi@padosoristudio.com

https://onewayticket.typeform.com/to/XCLrqT


Film Information
  
With a reliable internet connection and modern 
technology, people around the world are hitting  
the road combining work and travel to explore other 
cultures and ways of life. They realize they don't 
need to pay high rent to be near their place of work, 
but also that there is no reason to spend the rest of 
their lives in the place they were born. They work 
and live from anywhere they want, without limiting 
themselves to one location.  

As this new generation rises, companies and 
governments have also started to adopt new 
strategies.  

Is this the future of work or simply a form of  
neo-colonialism? Through interviews with advocates, 
academics and authorities, this film examines  
the issues surrounding the supposed "dream life”.

  • Feature-length documentary (72 min) 
 • Director: Youjin Do 
 • Language: English 
 • Subtitle: English, Korean



Who are digital nomads?  
What kinds of social/economic/cultural factors  

affect this phenomenon?

Topics Covered by the Film



Diverse demographics  
working and living as digital nomads



Remote companies



The dark sides of digital nomads  
(selling lifestyle dreams/taxation, visa issues, 

and others of concern)



The government’s perspective  
on this shifting?



cv


